



Suffolk Premier of “HAIRSPRAY” the Broadway musical, by the Bunbury Players, at College Heath Middle School, 28 – 31 October 2009.

One has got so used to the Bunbury Players rising to challenges that it is easy to forget how difficult things can be – and not only financially – when staging a magnificent performance such as this one at College Heath Middle School during the school half term last week.
The timing, of itself, is indicative of some of the problems, for using youth and sometimes inexperienced performers has perforce to be during their available time, which immediately has to bring the school vacations in to the scenario. And with limited space in the hall, for which the head teacher Valerie Axton and her staff were rightly thanked in the magnificent programme, the “back room boys” with which the Bunbury’s are so blessed, have an enormous amount to do in the time and space available to them.

We forget nowdays, in our modern day living and acceptance of the way of life of our American cousins, that things were rather different some fifty years ago, at the time when this film and play were set. Integration was difficult word to be using for many millions, which made understanding of some of the activity and songs a bit of a problem for some in the audience. But no-one could not be stirred by the whole-hearted endeavour of even the youngest performers in the splendidly-selected clothes of the sixties USA, several of them originating from “over the pond”. Among these was Craig Talbot (Seaweed J Stubbs), who, after being drafted in literally just a week before, put on a sparkling performance. He particularly must be congratulated on this effort.

But this was no one-man-show, for there were some fine efforts by Emily Faulkner (Tracy turnblad), Amber Snyder (Amber Van Trussle and her scheming mother Hannah Strathern (Velma Van Trussle), by Luke Rhodes and Craig Long(doubling up alternately as link Larkin and Mr Pinky), and by others such as Jack Cutting and Caleb Maftei.
But for this writer the greatest praise would go to two names appearing side by side in the programme – Tracy Turnblad’s “mother” Edna (played by the towering Gregory Holmes) and her best friend Penny Pingleton (another fine effort by Sian Edgeworth). Both contributed to the performance, in various moods and styles and rightly earn applause.

But this was yet another great “team effort” for which the Bunbury’s are now so noted – for which we must give great thanks to director Becky Green, who gains yet another feather in her cap for this splendid showing. One hopes she will be involved again in the annual pantomime, taking place from 16 – 19 February next year – named “Mother Goose”, an Eggs-Trava-Gander.

John Barker

